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Pros Cons

Incredible sights –
Ithaca is GORGES, 
as is upstate New 

York and New York 
City.

Visa requirement – long and 
expensive process, required a trip to 
the Embassy of London a few days 

before my last exam.

Comfortable flight 
with on-board 
entertainment, 

only about £280
both ways.

Exhausting transatlantic flight with 
delays – required knowledge of EU 

compensation laws to get on an 
earlier flight – almost missed the 

coach to Ithaca and the return 
connection flight.

Triphammer Falls, Cornell University Campus New York City

Academic Experience (9/10)
Pros Cons

Emphasis on skills and practice – simulations, 
interpretation, extensive focus on the processes, 

navigating the landscape that outlines human 
rights advocacy, learning how to deal with soft 

law and when and how to approach the relevant 
bodies and institutions, where to find the law 

and relevant jurisprudence

Less critical than Warwick – such a 
substantive focus on the “how to” 

meant that questions of ethics 
such as universalism vs. cultural 
relativism were relegated to the 
background, and were dedicated 

little time
Varied assignments (op-ed, treaty-body 

communication, fact finding mission simulation 
and memo, shadow report, UNSC briefing 

simulation, in class participation)  - stimulated 
the development of various skills, catered to 

everybody’s strengths

Incredibly intense – daily 2-hour 
lectures, bi-weekly 2-hour 

seminars, 50 to 100 pages of daily 
reading and 5 assessments in three 

weeks – left very little time for 
anything else

Awesome seminar tutors Arturo and Pau    Treman State Park, Lower Falls

Facilities, People & Entertainment (10/10)
+ Incredibly friendly and open, much easier to talk to than British

nationals, made many friends, recommended for extroverts.
+ Enjoyed Cornell’s main attractions with them – state parks,

several gorges, Cayuga lake, downtown Ithaca (amazing Tacos).
+ Fraternity parties – surprisingly tame, ended early (2AM),

shockingly responsible drinking, drinks & food on the frat.
+ Accommodation and campus meal plan were great (quality,

variety, multiple venues with different types of cuisines, fresh)
+ Everyone could drive, rode in the back of a pick-up truck
- Everything was expensive, burnt through my savings
- Restrictive drinking age laws – friends couldn’t go out with me

In class photo – Module Director – Prof. Elizabeth Brundige

Treman State Park with friends Cornell University School of Law Cayuga Lake Sunset

Conclusion: overall amazing experience, graduated with an A+, made many friends, saw the breathtaking sights on campus, met academics 
with incredible field experience which reflected in the teaching content, enjoyed the American cuisine and saw the 4th of July fireworks. These 

all made me realize how much I would enjoy pursuing further education in the USA and a career in Human Rights policy making.


